Alpine Cyber Solutions Partners with Philadelphia Area Hospitals to Strengthen Cyber Security
Pottstown, PA, April 28, 2016 – Alpine Cyber Solutions, a leading cyber security and cloud infrastructure
company, today announced partnerships with two community hospitals in the Greater Philadelphia
area. To manage and combat increased cyber security risks facing healthcare providers today, the
Company will strengthen the hospitals’ computer systems with managed cyber security and vulnerability
assessment services.
The managed cyber security services for one partner hospital, located in Berks County, spans network
threat management, email encryption and protection, modern endpoint protection, web content
filtering and vulnerability management, with an increased focus on anti-phishing services.
Alpine is partnering with PhishMe®, a SaaS provider of threat management for organizations concerned
about human susceptibility to advanced targeted attacks.
“We are incredibly pleased to not only partner with two of the Delaware Valley’s leading hospitals, but
to leverage the inclusive methodology of PhishMe,” said Steve Pressman, President of Alpine Cyber
Solutions. “Any opportunity to educate and engage users in defense measures can lead to the significant
reduction of cyber security threats, and the added protection of patient health information.”
The additional hospital, located in Montgomery County, will receive vulnerability assessment services to
gauge the real-world effectiveness of its existing cyber security program. The tests identify risks of
internal and external threats/intrusions, and allow Alpine Cyber Solutions to recommend modern
countermeasures in accordance with stringent healthcare and HIPAA regulations.
“Vulnerability assessments are a fundamental exercise for realizing how secure a network really is,” said
Pressman. “As hospitals and other organizations with proprietary data continue to be targeted, it’s
critical that companies make this exercise an operational priority on a regular basis, or every time a
significant change to their system is made.”
Alpine Cyber Solutions provides decades of experience reducing and responding to cyber threats, by
delivering preemptive solutions and IT intelligence. The Company combines its high value services
including, managed security, incident response, vulnerability analysis, cyber security solutions, staff
augmentation and security awareness training, with best-in-class products from Cyphort, FireEye, Cisco,
McAfee, BlueCoat and Carbon Black, among others.

About Alpine Cyber Solutions, LLC
Founded in 2013, Alpine Cyber Solutions is a leading cyber security and cloud infrastructure company
based in Pottstown, Pennsylvania that offers companies of all sizes security, network, and cloud
solutions. For more information please visit http://www.alpinecyber.com/.

